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Meet pharmacy demands while enhancing profitability
and efficiency
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The industry leading pharmacy management
system that hosts your pharmacy
EnterpriseRx not only hosts your pharmacy data, it centralizes
it across all pharmacy locations to provide extensive reporting
capabilities for patient programs and business operations.
Whether you already have multiple stores or you’re looking to
expand, EnterpriseRx can do wonders for the health of your
business and your patients.
With fully integrated clinical services, EnterpriseRx gives you
the ability to choose from a complete suite of pre-configured or
custom-built programs to help you provide better patient care.
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EnterpriseRx offers integrated clinical services
to help your staff:
• Identify clinical opportunities and build better relationships with
your patients through increased communication.

Integrated Patient Engagement
& Clinical Service
1

Clinical Programs
Solution (CPS)

2

Adherence Performance
Solution (APS)

3

Patient Communication
Solution (PCS)

4

Med Sync

5

Mobile Delivery

6

Intelligent Prior
Authorization (IPA)

7

Medication Therapy
Management

• Document patient interactions and activities.
• Create your own clinical programs or integrate stand-alone programs
geared toward your patients’ needs to drive healthy outcomes, improve
medication adherence and increase pharmacy efficiency.
• Deliver a cost-effective and convenient Med Sync program for your
patients to improve medication adherence.

A fully integrated workflow with on-screen queues at each step of the
filling process ensures every staff member is delivering prescriptions and
services based on promised timeframes for the patient — helping your
pharmacy fill more prescriptions per day while spending less time on
administrative tasks. All without adding additional staff.

EnterpriseRx supports:
• Automated refill programs to increase prescription volume while helping
patients adhere to their medication regimens.
• Automated calls and text messages that are sent to remind patients to
pick up their prescriptions.
• Online refill and web integration that allows patients to submit refills
and manage their medication online.
• Seamless integration with McKesson’s OneStop Generics program to keep
you compliant and decrease prescription costs for your patients.
• Interactive Voice Response (IVR) capabilities with physician specific
refill lines and enhanced reporting and playback capabilities. Dial-AScript® with RxCall™, outbound call features that notify patient’s when
their prescriptions are ready.

To stay competitive, pharmacies need business intelligence tools to show the
value of their patient care, as well as a pharmacy management system that
connects them to the continuum of care. EnterpriseRx can help with that too.

Prepare for the future with:
• HL7 interfaces that populate your centralized database with patient
information from other providers. You’ll receive HL7 ADT demographic,
allergy and medical condition information and you can utilize inbound
and outbound RDS for prescription history.
• Advanced business intelligence tools that produce a vast array of reports –
giving you the data you need to provide advanced care programs.

EnterpriseRx is the only fully hosted pharmacy management system with
integrated workflow and clinical programs that brings scalability to the
modern pharmacy owner. It’s a great way to keep your business and your
patients healthy for years to come.

Promise Time
“Before
Workflow, I would come
in at 8 a.m. and close the
pharmacy at 6 p.m., yet I
wouldn’t be able to leave
until 9:30 p.m. I was
doing all the prescriptions
and refill input as well as
all the adjudication work,
and I was verifying
everything myself. After
installing EnterpriseRx,
I saw the benefits of a
customized, automated
workflow

”

—Michael Butler, RPh,
Village Health Mart Pharmacy,
Hot Springs, Arkansas
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